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Tektonic Helps A Charitable Organization Make Improvements In Their Workflow 
With Microsoft Office 365.
About Face is a non-profit, charitable organization in Toronto that provides support for more than 
1.5 million Canadians living with facial differences. Even though they are a small office with only three 
employees, they make a positive impact in the lives of families, children, and adults coping with this 
social disability.

They help by:

• Reducing the number of times a child is teased, bullied or ridiculed with their AboutFace School 
Programs;

• Relieving the stress and anxiety for parents of infants with facial differences through their 
AboutFace Facing it Together Program;

• Increasing teens’ self-esteem with their AboutFace Camp Trailblazers Program.

Why Did About Face Contact Tektonic?
Danielle Griffin, the Executive Director of About Face, knew about Microsoft Office 365 and the 
capabilities it provides. She contacted Sam at Tektonic to install it.  Danielle knew Sam and how 
capable he was when it came to IT, and because of this believed Tektonic would be a good fit for 
them.

What Did Tektonic Do To Address About Face’s Needs? 
Rather than just coming in and installing the program right away, Sam met with the staff, talked 
through their issues, and assessed their technology needs.  Danielle was right – Microsoft Office 365 
was a good fit.

How Did The Migration To Office 365 
Proceed?
Sam and the team at Tektonic migrated their 
technology over to Office 365 quickly and efficiently. 
Although using Office 365 is easy, migrating it 
isn’t something that’s easy to do. There are a lot of 
elements to consider, and they must be integrated 
properly for the software to run correctly.  

Tektonic has the ability to migrate Office 365 over 
due to their years of experience and knowledge. 
The process was smooth, seamless and as Danielle 
describes: “There were zero issues!”
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How Has Office 365 Helped The Non-Profit?
Their employees can now collaborate in real time on documents, securely share files, and access their 
work from wherever they have an internet connection.

How Does The Staff Feel About The Services Tektonic Provided?
Danielle explains:

“The team at Tektonic was available whenever we needed IT assistance, whether it was during or after 
hours.  They were extremely responsive and always helpful.

As a non-profit organization, we must watch every penny that we spend, and we can’t afford to waste 
money on technology that isn’t right for us. They made sure that Office 365 was a good fit and didn’t 
just take my word that it was what we needed.  Their feedback was important to ensure we were 
making the right decision.

They worked within our timeline and ensured that our work processes weren’t affected, and only 
improved. Microsoft Office 365 has helped us in so many ways. And with the support and training 
Tektonic provided, we’ve been able to get the most from it.

We highly recommend that other charities or businesses in Toronto consider Tektonic for their 
Microsoft Office 365 experts and for the great service they provide.”

How Can Microsoft Office 365 Help Your 
Business Or Non-Profit Organization?

With Microsoft Office 365 You’ll Have:
Easy Access to Software 24/7: Once you switch to 
Microsoft Office 365, you’ll be able to access your 
enterprise software over the Internet, 24/7, from any 
location in the world, because your software is running in 
a Microsoft data center. All you need is your computer, 
laptop, smartphone or tablet, and an Internet connection. 

Calendar and Email Access: You can keep your staff in 
sync with enterprise-grade email and shared calendars that 
they can access at their desk or from anywhere they have a 
computer device and internet connection.

Document Sharing and Protection: Your files and data 
can all be stored on the Cloud so they’ll be safe from 
natural or manmade disasters.  You can set security 
permissions for their viewing or editing for key people 
within your organization as you wish. 
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And when you make a change to a document, your colleagues will see the new changes immediately 
if you’ve given the permission to do so. Or you can always keep the permissions set for your viewing 
and/or editing only.

A Great Value: There’s no upfront infrastructure investment; you pay one monthly fee for a service 
that’s guaranteed.  You also get per-user licensing for the best-in-class productivity services, 
automatic patches, updates, and back-end upgrades.

Enhanced Data Security: With Office 365, security can be as strict or as lenient as you wish. Microsoft 
takes all the responsibility for reliability and security.

Microsoft understands that many businesses and organizations aren’t comfortable with allowing 
them to deal with security issues; so, they’ve provided all subscribers with an extensive service-level 
agreement to put their mind at rest. 

Here Are The Top 10 Security & Privacy Features In Microsoft Office 365:
1. Microsoft won’t mine or access your data for advertising purposes.

2. Customer data is only used to provide the service—Microsoft will never view your mailbox 
without permission. 

3. Data is backed up regularly, ensuring reliability. 

4. Access to Microsoft’s physical data center is restricted to authorized personnel only. Microsoft 
has implemented many layers of physical security, including video-camera surveillance, 
biometric readers, 24-hour secured access, security breach alarms, and motion sensors.

5. Encryption is enabled for data at rest and via the network—data is always transmitted securely 
between the data center and user. 

6. Customer data is hosted in-region. 

7. More difficult passwords are enforced to increase the security of your data. 

8. Any features that can impact your privacy may be turned on or off to meet your specific needs. 

9. At the end of your service term, the data in your account won’t be deleted until you’ve had time 
to take advantage of the data portability offered by Microsoft. 

10. Microsoft commits to the promises they make. You can learn more by visit their Trust Center.   

But don’t just trust what we say, find out for yourself.  Contact the team at 
Tektonic in Vaughn Ontario for a complimentary demonstration of what 
Microsoft Office 365 can do for you.
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